
The local, The global and 
our ordinary everyday lives 

Romans 12: 1-2 (The Message) 



Change starts with our lifestyles



Change starts with our lifestyles 

• Live within our fair share of the earth’s resources 
(Food, Travel, Homes and Stuff) 

• Live with generosity 

• Speak out prophetically 

• Use our power as a voter, citizen and consumer

• Prioritise relationships













REFUSE: to buy more than you need! 

Planning your meals for the week, 

checking date labels and using a 

shopping list are all simple steps that 

make a big impact.

REDUCE: Make friends with your fridge 

and freezer to make your food last longer, 

and get to know your portion sizes to 

avoid accidentally cooking too much.

SHARE: Get creative and try new recipes 

to make the most of your leftovers, and 

share these tips with your friends.





Consumerism 
and simplicity



Symptoms of 
unsustainable 
consumerism:

• Environmental 
breakdown

• Wealth inequality

• Breakdown of 
community and 
loneliness 



What is the 
alternative? 

• In the Old Testament: 

• Jesus life and example:

• Servants: 





Southall is the 
highest ethnic 

minority area in 
the country…

and parts rank as 
the highest ‘other 
faith’ populations 

in the UK







• Living in community

• Accountability in spending

• Being present and rooted 



We moved into 2 houses on Havelock Estate

View from the 
front door





• Living in community

• Accountability in spending

• Being present and rooted 

• Growing some of our own food and awareness of the 
earth



Allotment & Community Garden in partnership with 
ARocha

We were all involved in organising, digging, growing or eating the produce!





• Living in community

• Accountability in spending

• Being present and rooted 

• Growing some of our own food and awareness of the 
earth

• Generosity, hospitality & inter-dependence  



Thursday night gatherings 



… perhaps creating an extended family …



• Living in community

• Accountability in spending

• Being present and rooted 

• Growing some of our own food and awareness of the 
earth

• Generosity, hospitality & inter-dependence  

• ‘Voluntary poverty’



‘Simplicity helps us to 
discover the 
happiness that comes, 
not from having an 
abundance of money 
and things, but from 
having the space for 
intimacy in our 
friendships, the space 
for ourselves and, 
primarily, the space 
for God.’ 
- Ruth Valerio




